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firmware attacks are a blindspot for most organizations. it is very hard to detect them at the
software level, and it's hard to perform forensics investigations without removing the physical chips
and dumping the code stored on them using special flash memory reading devices. some security
vendors, including eclypsium, are trying to cover that gap by developing firmware monitoring
solutions. in a previous blog post i said that the open source security community is mostly focused
on software, and i think that is true. still, firmware attacks are not as well understood or studied as
software attacks. in fact, most of the security research community is completely ignorant of the
topic. that is why the first step to improving the security of firmware is to educate the community
about firmware security. i think the idea of the fpga firmware attack is interesting, but i believe the
fpga hardware (in the device) needs to be disabled or similar. if someone came up with a generic
hardware solution, it would be great. i was thinking that it would be nice if the hardware was
disabled at a minimum, i.e. there is no user-accessible hardware, but it could be disabled, and i think
that is what you need. it might be possible to generate a hardware key that is then stored in non-
volatile flash (e.g. eeprom) and is used to control the fpga, but that has the problem that the key
would have to be generated on the computer that is about to connect to the device, and the key
would have to be transferred to the device. this is a big problem, but the device might come with a
reader or a universal serial bus (usb) cable that would be used to transfer the key.
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this is a big deal since more and more tvs are using usb 3.0 to communicate with the network, and
this means that there are a lot of new chips that need to be evaluated. usb 2.0 is getting more and
more used in usb hubs as well so this is a required feature. after looking at a few different chips, we
came across the via usb2-usb2 hub, which has multiple usb host ports. this gives us a way to test a
potential chip without a tv. the last requirement is that the chip needs to support the usb 3.0 class 2

standard. this means that it can read and write data to a device and also respond to standard usb
control transfers. via has a.tar.gz file that contains a.inf file that we can use in device manager to

find out the kernel driver and protocol id that the device was built to. the following table summarizes
the analysis and findings for each device. devicedevice status dvb t v1 1 firmware sunplus box tv1
22vulnerability detected dvb s2 sunplus sphe 1510a download firmwarevulnerability not detected

huawei hisuite software and usb devicevulnerability not detected technisat dvb-pc tv star pci
(bda)vulnerability not detected huawei hisuite software and usb devicevulnerability not detected
huawei hisuite software and usb devicevulnerability not detected huawei hisuite software and usb
devicevulnerability not detected huawei hisuite software and usb devicevulnerability not detected
huawei hisuite software and usb devicevulnerability not detected huawei hisuite software and usb
devicevulnerability not detected huawei hisuite software and usb devicevulnerability not detected
huawei hisuite software and usb devicevulnerability not detected huawei hisuite software and usb
devicevulnerability not detected huawei hisuite software and usb devicevulnerability not detected

huawei hisuite software and usb devicevulnerability not detected 5ec8ef588b
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